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Book Kira Kira Swwatchz
MOST ANTICIPATED by Bustle • "Sci-Fi Thriller" recommendation from Buzzfeed • An Indie Next Pick In this stunning follow-up
to Hollow Kingdom and Seattle Times/Pacific Northwest Booksellers Association bestseller, the animal kingdom's "favorite
apocalyptic hero"is back with a renewed sense of hope for humanity, ready to take on a world ravaged by a viral pandemic (Helen
Macdonald). Once upon an apocalypse, there lived an obscenely handsome American crow named S.T. . . . When the world last checkedin with its favorite Cheeto addict, the planet had been overrun by flesh-hungry beasts, and nature had started re-claiming her territory
from humankind. S.T., the intrepid crow, alongside his bloodhound-bestie Dennis, had set about saving pets that had become trapped
in their homes after humanity went the way of the dodo. That is, dear reader, until S.T. stumbled upon something so rare—and so
precious—that he vowed to do everything in his power to safeguard what could, quite literally, be humanity's last hope for survival.
But in a wild world plagued by prejudiced animals, feather-raising environments, new threats so terrifying they make zombies look
like baby bunnies, and a horrendous dearth of cheesy snacks, what's a crow to do? Why, wing it on another big-hearted, death-defying
adventure, that's what! Joined by a fabulous new cast of animal characters, S.T. faces many new challenges plus his biggest one yet:
parenthood. Includes a Reading Group Guide.
Kira and her mom are spending the summer at a wildlife sanctuary in Australia helping her aunt, a veterinarian, care for the animals.
When a health emergency pulls her aunt away, suddenly Kira can't seem to do anything right. She's put the animals in danger. Can
Kira earn back everyone's trust?
Happy Birthday Una is a personalized kids activity book, it includes personalized crosswords, word searches, number puzzles, jokes,
drawing and coloring >It is suitable for children between 6-11 years old It is the perfect birthday present for Una, and is a great
keepsake for parents to remember their child's early years and birthdays This personalized book is available for other names also This
is a great gift for children and an amazing keepsake for parents Happy Birthday Una
This bad billionaire is back… And he’s here to make good.She owes him a second chance. He’s ready to collect.Anderson Stone would
do anything to protect Piper Blackburn. Including going to prison—and cutting her out of his life for her own good. But when he sees
the vulnerable beauty again ten years later, he still wants her—and she’s still keeping secrets. She once trusted him with her life, and it
cost them their past. How much will they risk for their future?
A Bird on Water Street
The Dragon's Child
A Story of Angel Island
Kawaii Coloring Book
The Best Dog in Vietnam
The Floating World
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A finalist for the 2020 Thurber Prize for American Humor! "The Secret Life of Pets meets The Walking Dead" in this big-hearted, boundlessly
beautiful romp through the Apocalypse, where a foul-mouthed crow is humanity's only chance to survive Seattle's zombie problem (Karen Joy
Fowler, PEN/Faulkner Award-winning author). S.T., a domesticated crow, is a bird of simple pleasures: hanging out with his owner Big Jim,
trading insults with Seattle's wild crows (i.e. "those idiots"), and enjoying the finest food humankind has to offer: Cheetos ®. But when Big
Jim's eyeball falls out of his head, S.T. starts to think something's not quite right. His tried-and-true remedies—from beak-delivered beer to the
slobbering affection of Big Jim's loyal but dim-witted dog, Dennis—fail to cure Big Jim's debilitating malady. S.T. is left with no choice but to
abandon his old life and venture out into a wild and frightening new world with his trusty steed Dennis, where he suddenly discovers that the
neighbors are devouring one other. Local wildlife is abuzz with rumors of Seattle's dangerous new predators. Humanity's extinction has
seemingly arrived, and the only one determined to save it is a cowardly crow whose only knowledge of the world comes from TV. What could
possibly go wrong? Includes a Reading Group Guide.
Kira teams up with Evie, a student at the animal sanctuary to track down the paradise parrot--a bird thought to be extinct--and prove that it
still exists. While they're trying to observe the elusive bird, bushfires threaten to wipe out the sanctuary and the parrot's habitat. There's no
choice but to evacuate all the animals, which is a huge task even without trying to track down a missing baby wallaby. As the bushfires rage
out of control, Kira makes a disturbing discovery. Should she keep her mouth shut--or tell a painful truth?
Lois Lowry once again creates a mysterious but plausible future world. It is a society ruled by savagery and deceit that shuns and discards
the weak. Left orphaned and physically flawed, young Kira faces a frightening, uncertain future. Blessed with an almost magical talent that
keeps her alive, she struggles with ever broadening responsibilities in her quest for truth, discovering things that will change her life forever.
As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry challenges readers to imagine what our world could become, how people could evolve, and what could be
considered valuable. Every reader will be taken by Kira’s plight and will long ponder her haunting world and the hope for the future.
Breathe Like a Bear is a beautifully illustrated collection of mindfulness exercises designed to teach kids techniques for managing their
bodies, breath, and emotions. Best of all, these 30 simple, short breathing practices and movements can be performed anytime, anywhere: in
the car to the grocery store, during heavy homework nights at home, or even at a child’s desk at school. Based on Kira Willey's Parents'
Choice GOLD Award-winning CD, Mindful Moments for Kids, this one-of-a-kind book is sure to help kids find calm, gain focus, and feel
energized during the day, and encourage families to establish a fun and consistent mindfulness practice, whether at home or on the go.
No Time to Die
A Huge Adult Coloring Book Containing 40 Cute Japanese Style Coloring Pages for Adults and Kids
The Thing About Luck
Kira Kira
Then We Heal
Happy Birthday Una - The Big Birthday Activity Book
"Elizabeth Dulemba seamlessly melds a coming-of-age story to the reality of life in a single-industry town. This is a book that sings." - Betsy Bird, School
Library Journal blog A Fuse #8 Production Living in Coppertown is like living on the moon. Everything is bare-there are no trees, no birds, no signs of
nature at all. And while Jack loves his town, he hates the dangerous mines that have ruined the land with years of pollution. When the miners go on strike
and the mines are forced to close, Jack's life-long wish comes true: the land has the chance to heal. But not everyone in town is happy about the change.
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Without the mines, Jack's dad is out of work and the family might have to leave Coppertown. Just when new life begins to creep back into town, Jack might
lose his friends, his home, and everything he's ever known. Dulemba paints a vivid picture of life in the Appalachia in this beautiful story about a boy
looking for new beginnings while struggling to hold on to the things he loves most.
For one short year, haplessly awkward, cockatiel-toting Nino has to keep watch over class joker and nextdoor neighbor, Kira-kun. Can Kira-kun—who
harbors a terrible secret—find it in himself to open up and learn something new from Nino, or will she be consumed by his world? Find out in this touching
tale of two fates that intertwine to become the "closest love to Heaven."
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fast-paced #ownvoices novel about a Deaf teenager is a unique and inspiring exploration of what it means to
belong. Smart, artistic, and independent, sixteen year old Piper is tired of trying to conform. Her mom wants her to be “normal,” to pass as hearing, to
get a good job. But in a time of food scarcity, environmental collapse, and political corruption, Piper has other things on her mind—like survival. Piper has
always been told that she needs to compensate for her Deafness in a world made for those who can hear. But when she meets Marley, a new world opens
up—one where Deafness is something to celebrate, and where resilience means taking action, building a com-munity, and believing in something better.
Published to rave reviews as Future Girl in Australia (Allen & Unwin, Sept. 2020), this empowering, unforgettable story is told through a visual
extravaganza of text, paint, collage, and drawings. Set in an ominously prescient near future, The Words in My Hands is very much a novel for our
turbulent times.
"Maks the debut of a luminious new voice in fiction." THE NEW YORK TIMES Olivia, the young narrator of this beautiful novel, and her JapaneseAmerican family are constantly on the road, looking for a home in the 1950s. Then traveling becomes a kind of home, a place for her parents to work out
their difficulties, in towns that barely linger in memory, hanging in the air among them as the part of a family history that reaches further back than they
care to recall, but can't help remembering....
Outside Beauty
Healing Point
How Artificial Intelligence is Adding Value, Amplifying Expertise, and Transforming Careers
A Novel of Suspense
Gathering Blue
Long Live the Tribe of Fatherless Girls
Discover how artificial intelligence can improve how your organization practices law with this compelling resource from
the creators of one of the world’s leading legal AI platforms. AI for Lawyers: How Artificial Intelligence is Adding Value,
Amplifying Expertise, and Transforming Careers explains how artificial intelligence can be used to revolutionize your
organization’s operations. Noah Waisberg and Dr. Alexander Hudek, a lawyer and a computer science Ph.D. who lead
prominent legal AI business Kira Systems, have written an approachable and insightful book that will help you transform
how your firm functions. AI for Lawyers explains how artificial intelligence can help your law firm: Win more business and
find more clients Better meet and exceed client expectations Find hidden efficiencies Better manage and eliminate risk
Increase associate and partner engagement Whether focusing on small or big law, AI for Lawyers is perfect for any lawyer
who either feels uneasy about how AI might change law or is looking to capitalize on the evolving practice. With
contributions from experts in the fields of e-Discovery, legal research, expert systems, and litigation analytics, it also
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belongs on the bookshelf of anyone who’s interested in the intersection of law and technology.
Katie Takeshima's sister, Lynn, makes everything seem glittering and shining. But when Lynn becomes desperately ill,
and the whole family begins to fall apart, it is up to Katie to find a way to remind them all that there is always something
glittering in the future.
In the first of a dazzling new romantic trilogy, one woman's courageous search plunges her into a millennia-old
supernatural war--and an irresistible passion. . . Nurse Kayla Friday has dedicated her life to science and reason. But for
her, Seattle is a place of eerie loss and fragmented, frightening memories. And now the only clue to her sister's murder
reveals a secret battle between two ancient mythologies. . .and puts Kayla in the sights of lethally-sexy werewolf
mercenary Hart. He'll do whatever it takes to obtain the key to the Gate of the Land of the Dead and free what's left of his
soul. But seducing the determined Kayla is putting them at the mercy of powerful desires neither can control. And as the
clock ticks down to hellish catastrophe, the untested bond between Kayla and Hart may lead to the ultimate sacrifice.
Did you want to go to America? Pop: Sure. I didn't have a choice. My father said I had to go. So I went. Were you sad when
you left your village? Pop: Maybe a little . . . well, maybe a lot. Ten-year-old Gim Lew Yep knows that he must leave his
home in China and travel to America with the father who is a stranger to him. Gim Lew doesn't want to leave behind
everything that he's ever known. But he is even more scared of disappointing his father. He uses his left hand, rather
than the "correct" right hand; he stutters; and most of all, he worries about not passing the strict immigration test
administered at Angel Island. The Dragon's Child is a touching portrait of a father and son and their unforgettable journey
from China to the land of the Golden Mountain. It is based on actual conversations between two-time Newbery Honor
author Laurence Yep and his father and on research on his family's immigration history by his niece, Dr. Kathleen S. Yep.
The Soul in the Mirror
Star Trek: Coda: Book 3: Oblivion's Gate
Kira the Rainbow Princess
Hearts of Darkness
Forever Girl
Kira Down Under

A mother's worst nightmare, a chance at redemption, and a deadly secret that haunts a family across the
generations. There's only room for one mother in this family. Claire Abrams's dreams became a nightmare when
she passed on a genetic mutation that killed her little boy. Now she wants a second chance to be a mother, and
finds it in Robert Nash, a maverick fertility doctor who works under the radar with Jillian Hendricks, a cunning
young scientist bent on making her mark--and seducing her boss. Claire, Robert, and Jillian work together to
create the world's first baby with three genetic parents--an unprecedented feat that could eliminate inherited
disease. But when word of their illegal experiment leaks to the wrong person, Robert escapes into hiding with the
now-pregnant Claire, leaving Jillian to serve out a prison sentence that destroys her future. Ten years later, a
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spunky girl named Abigail begins to understand that all is not right with the reclusive man and woman she knows
as her parents. But the family's problems are only beginning. Jillian, hardened by a decade of jealousy and loss,
has returned--and nothing will stop her from reuniting with the man and daughter who should have been hers.
Past, present, and future converge in this mesmerizing psychological thriller from critically acclaimed author
Kira Peikoff.
"Fans of Michael Crichton will love this heart-pounding thriller." —Joseph Finder In a Washington, D.C. research
lab, a brilliant scientist is attacked by his own test subjects. At Columbia University, a talented biochemist is
lured out of her apartment and never seen again. In the Justice Department's new Bioethics Committee, agent
Les Mahler sees a sinister pattern emerging. . . Zoe Kincaid is a petite college student whose rare genetic
makeup may hold the key to a powerful medical breakthrough. When she is kidnapped, the very thing mankind
has wanted since the dawn of time threatens to unleash our final destruction. "A crackling good read. . .terrific
and totally unexpected."—Michael Palmer "A twisting, suspenseful thriller." —William Landay
Find out how a young guy feels when he goes from writing poetry in his bedroom to flying half way across the
world to meet his forever girl. His heart lives where most don't, in a forgotten time where love truly does conquer
all. Long distance relationship Love Poems Romance This Book says 'I love you" like never before.
'Kouun is "good luck" in Japanese, and one year my family had none of it.' Just when Summer thinks nothing else
can possibly go wrong, an emergency whisks her parents away to Japan, right before harvest season. But the
mortgage has to be paid, and so Summer's grandparents are going to help with harvest instead - taking Summer,
her little brother Jaz and their dog Thunder with them. Obaachan and Jiichan are… well, they're old fashioned,
and demanding. Between helping Obaachan cook for the workers, covering for her when her back pain worsens,
and worrying about her little brother, who can't seem to make any friends, Summer has her hands full. Then one
of the boys who Summer has known forever starts paying extra attention to her. But what begins as a welcome
distraction from the hard work soon turns into a mess of its own… and once again Summer ends up disappointing
Obaachan. But that's the thing about luck - bad luck can always get worse. And when that happens, Summer has
to figure out how to change it and save her family, even if it means further displeasing Obaachan. Surely kouun is
coming soon…?
30 Mindful Moments for Kids to Feel Calm Anytime Anywhere
The Sinner's Secret
Personalized Children's Activity Book
Cracker!
Pro-Choice and Christian
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Mother Knows Best
When eleven-year-old Becca, a quadruplet, finds a sick piglet on the side of the road, her life is changed forever.
Get fantastic value for money with this huge Kawaii Coloring Book! These incredibly cute designs will provide hour upon hour of
entertainment! This kawaii coloring book contains 40 single sided coloring pages. This allows you to remove each page for framing
for example. This also helps reduce bleed through onto the other designs even if you are using markers, making this book suitable
for everything from coloring pencils through to marker pens. The cute Japanese style designs contained within this fantastic book
are created by various artists, each hand picked by us here at Adult Coloring World to ensure fantastic quality throughout. We
know that sometimes you will buy a book after being impressed initially by an amazing design on the cover, only to be
disappointed with the books contents when you open it. Well we make sure this never happens with any of our books and we can
assure you that all of the designs inside are high quality from start to finish. This adult coloring book of kawaii designs contains a
wide variety of imagery. The designs you will find inside also range from very easy simplistic designs right through to the more
challenging and complicated, so there will be something to suit all tastes. If you love kawaii then what are you waiting for? Get
started today!
Twelve-year-old Sumiko feels her life has been made up of two parts: before Pearl Harbor and after it. The good part and the bad
part. Raised on a flower farm in California, Sumiko is used to being the only Japanese girl in her class. Even when the other kids
tease her, she always has had her flowers and family to go home to. That all changes after the horrific events of Pearl Harbor.
Other Americans start to suspect that all Japanese people are spies for the emperor, even if, like Sumiko, they were born in the
United States! As suspicions grow, Sumiko and her family find themselves being shipped to an internment camp in one of the
hottest deserts in the United States. The vivid color of her previous life is gone forever, and now dust storms regularly choke the
sky and seep into every crack of the military barrack that is her new "home." Sumiko soon discovers that the camp is on an Indian
reservation and that the Japanese are as unwanted there as they'd been at home. But then she meets a young Mohave boy who
might just become her first real friend...if he can ever stop being angry about the fact that the internment camp is on his tribe's
land. With searing insight and clarity, Newbery Medal-winning author Cynthia Kadohata explores an important and painful topic
through the eyes of a young girl who yearns to belong. Weedflower is the story of the rewards and challenges of a friendship
across the racial divide, as well as the based-on-real-life story of how the meeting of Japanese Americans and Native Americans
changed the future of both.
kira-kira (kee' ra kee' ra): glittering; shining Glittering. That's how Katie Takeshima's sister, Lynn, makes everything seem. The sky
is kira-kira because its color is deep but see-through at the same time. The sea is kira-kira for the same reason. And so are
people's eyes. When Katie and her family move from a Japanese community in Iowa to the Deep South of Georgia, it's Lynn who
explains to her why people stop them on the street to stare. And it's Lynn who, with her special way of viewing the world, teaches
Katie to look beyond tomorrow. But when Lynn becomes desperately ill, and the whole family begins to fall apart, it is up to Katie to
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find a way to remind them all that there is always something glittering -- kira-kira -- in the future. Luminous in its persistence of love
and hope, Kira-Kira is Cynthia Kadohata's stunning debut in middle-grade fiction.
Tales from Silver Lands
Bento Box in the Heartland
Reconciling Faith, Politics, and Justice
Saucy
Feral Creatures
Breathe Like a Bear

The crews of Jean-Luc Picard, Benjamin Sisko, Ezri Dax, and William Riker unite to prevent a cosmic-level
apocalypse—only to find that some fates really are inevitable. THEIR MOST DAUNTING MISSION WILL BE THEIR
FINEST HOUR. The epic Star Trek: Coda trilogy comes to a shattering conclusion as the Temporal Apocalypse
forces Starfleet’s greatest heroes to make the greatest sacrifices of their lives. ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc.
STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Poetry By Kira J
“You know nothing about me, sweetheart…” Some call billionaire Gray Lockwood a sinner. He knows he was
imprisoned for a crime he didn’t commit. Now he needs Blakely Whittaker—the gorgeous straitlaced accountant
whose testimony sent him to jail—to clear his name. The line between enemies and white-hot passion is
dangerously thin… Will crossing it cost Gray the justice he desires? Or will Blakely uncover all his secrets and
become his scandalous undoing once again? From Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the
lives of the American elite. Bad Billionaires
While growing up in Versailles, an Indiana farm community, Linda Furiya tried to balance the outside world of
Midwestern America with the Japanese traditions of her home life. As the only Asian family in a tiny township,
Furiya's life revolved around Japanese food and the extraordinary lengths her parents went to in order to gather
the ingredients needed to prepare it. As immigrants, her parents approached the challenges of living in America,
and maintaining their Japanese diets, with optimism and gusto. Furiva, meanwhile, was acutely aware of how
food set her apart from her peers: She spent her first day of school hiding in the girls' restroom, examining her
rice balls and chopsticks, and longing for a Peanut Bullter and Jelly sandwich. Bento Box in the Heartland is an
insightful and reflective coming-of-age tale. Beautifully written, each chapter is accompanied by a family recipe
of mouth-watering Japanese comfort food.
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Kira's Animal Rescue
The Rebel's Redemption
A Place to Belong
A Memoir
Naked
An enemies to lovers romance

“The book I wish I'd had growing up.” -Chanel Miller, author of Know My Name Best Books of 2019: Esquire O, The Oprah Magazine Variety
Lit Hub Book Riot Electric Literature Autostraddle Finalist: NBCC John Leonard First Book Prize Lambda Literary Award New York Times
Book Review Editors' Choice Selection Paste Best Memoirs of the Decade Elle Best Books of the Season Washington Post Best Books of
the Month Indie Next Pick Indies Introduce Pick "A fearless debut." -New York Times "[A] gorgeous reckoning." -Washington Post "Flat out
breathtaking." -Lit Hub "Gripping and gloriously written." -Elle "Utterly unforgettable." -NYLON "Unnervingly satisfying." -Oprah Magazine
"Deeply compassionate." -NPR.org "Truly stunning." -Cosmopolitan Acclaimed literary essayist T Kira Madden's raw and redemptive debut
memoir is about coming of age and reckoning with desire as a queer, biracial teenager amidst the fierce contradictions of Boca Raton,
Florida, a place where she found cult-like privilege, shocking racial disparities, rampant white-collar crime, and powerfully destructive
standards of beauty hiding in plain sight. As a child, Madden lived a life of extravagance, from her exclusive private school to her equestrian
trophies and designer shoe-brand name. But under the surface was a wild instability. The only child of parents continually battling drug and
alcohol addictions, Madden confronted her environment alone. Facing a culture of assault and objectification, she found lifelines in the
desperately loving friendships of fatherless girls. With unflinching honesty and lyrical prose, spanning from 1960s Hawai'i to the present-day
struggle of a young woman mourning the loss of a father while unearthing truths that reframe her reality, Long Live the Tribe of Fatherless
Girls is equal parts eulogy and love letter. It's a story about trauma and forgiveness, about families of blood and affinity, both lost and found,
unmade and rebuilt, crooked and beautiful. One of the Most Anticipated Books of the Year: Entertainment Weekly, Huffington Post,
BuzzFeed, The Millions, Nylon, The Rumpus, Electric Literature, Lit Hub, Refinery29, and many more
"My mother had four daughters by four different men." There's only one way Shelby and her sisters can describe their mother: She's a
sexpot. Helen Kimura collects men (and loans, spending money, and gifts of all kinds) from all over the country. Sure, she's not your typical
role model, but she's also not just a pretty face and nail polish. She is confident and brave; she lives life on her own terms, and her four
daughters simply adore her. These girls have been raised outside the traditional boundaries. They know how to take the back exit. They know
how to dodge crazed lovers in highway car chases. They do not, however, know how to function without one another. Then suddenly they
must. A late-night phone call unexpectedly shreds the family apart, catapulting the girls across the country to live with their respective fathers.
But these strong-willed sisters are, like their mother, determined to live life on their own terms, and what they do to pull their family back
together is nothing short of beautiful. At turns wickedly funny and insistently thought-provoking, Outside Beauty showcases Cynthia
Kadohata's unerring ability to explore the bonds that bind.
Atmospheric woodcuts illustrate this Newbery Award-winning collection of 19 South American folktales. Fables of talking animals, witches,
giants, and ordinary people in supernatural settings provide insights into regional values and culture.
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Kira Turner is a typical fifth-grade girl with one major exception-her hair is colored BRIGHT PINK! That's why all the other kids in her class
make fun of her and call her "Kira the Weird." And that used to be her biggest problem... until now. When Kira gets home from school she
discovers that her mother is missing, her house is a wreck, and two strangers are waiting for her at the door. Now Kira is off on an adventure
to rescue her mom with the help of a talking Teddy bear, a boy who claims he's a knight, and a not-so-scary zombie. Together they'll learn
that it takes much more than magic and swords to save the day!
Story Book
Weedflower
Kira-Kira
Hollow Kingdom
Closed Hearts (Mindjack Book Two)
My Japanese Girlhood in Whitebread America
CRACKER IS ONE OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY'S MOST VALUABLE WEAPONS: a German shepherd trained to sniff out
bombs, traps, and the enemy. The fate of entire platoons rests on her keen sense of smell. She's a Big Deal, and she likes
it that way. Sometimes Cracker remembers when she was younger, and her previous owner would feed her hot dogs and
let her sleep in his bed. That was nice, too. Rick Hanski is headed to Vietnam. There, he's going to whip the world and
prove to his family and his sergeant -- and everyone else who didn't think he was cut out for war -- wrong. But sometimes
Rick can't help but wonder that maybe everyone else is right. Maybe he should have just stayed at home and worked in
his dad's hardware store. When Cracker is paired with Rick, she isn't so sure about this new owner. He's going to have to
prove himself to her before she's going to prove herself to him. They need to be friends before they can be a team, and
they have to be a team if they want to get home alive. Told in part through the uncanny point of view of a German
shepherd, Cracker! is an action-packed glimpse into the Vietnam War as seen through the eyes of a dog and her handler.
It's an utterly unique powerhouse of a book by the Newbery Medal-winning author of Kira-Kira.
Twelve-year-old Hanako and her family, reeling from their confinement in an internment camp, renounce their American
citizenship to move to Hiroshima, a city devastated by the atomic bomb dropped by Americans.
Naked. Yea I know what you’re thinking. But its not that kind of naked. Think bare. Completely emotionally and mentally
exposed for the entire world to see. Nothing to hide only stories to tell through poetry. Step into my naked world.
Despite the claim by many Christian leaders that the pro-life/antiabortion position is the only faithful response to the
debate about reproductive rights, many people of faith find themselves in a murky middle of this supposedly black-andwhite issue. Christians who are pro-abortion rights are rarely pro-abortion. However, they view the decision to carry a
pregnancy to term as one to be made by the woman, her medical team, her family, or personal counsel rather than by
politicians. Pro-Choice and Christian explores the biblical, theological, political, and medical aspects of the debate in
order to provide a thoughtful Christian argument for a pro-choice position with regard to abortion issues. Kira Schlesinger
considers relevant Scriptures, the politics of abortion in the United States, and the human realities making abortion a
vital issue of justice and compassion. By examining choice from a Christian perspective, Schlesinger provides a common
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vocabulary for discussing faith and reproductive rights.
AI For Lawyers
The Words in My Hands
Kira-kun Today 1
Raw but relatable, 'The Soul in the Mirror' is a collection of poetry, which takes readers on an
intimate journey through self-discovery. Deeply vulnerable, it sheds light on the shadow of a past,
breaks down heartache that haunts, and dismantles anxiety's grip in resolve to find peace within.
Romantic but bold, it takes stock of the past, meditates on the present, and pursues a future enriched
with passion. It speaks to new beginnings, society's unreliable rule book, mental health, and listening
to heart's intuition. Experiences of anxiety, depression, fear, femininity found, and strength in rising
up are witnessed in the journey to become. Lost but found through the very nature of writing, it's a
reunion between the soul, mind, body, and one's own reflection.
When you control minds, only your heart can be used against you. Eight months ago, Kira Moore revealed
to the mindreading world that mindjackers like herself were hidden in their midst. Now she wonders if
telling the truth was the right choice. As wild rumors spread, a powerful anti-jacker politician
capitalizes on mindreaders’ fears and strips jackers of their rights. While some jackers flee to
Jackertown—a slum rife with jackworkers who trade mind control favors for cash—Kira and her family hide
from the readers who fear her and jackers who hate her. But when a jacker Clan member makes Kira’s
boyfriend Raf collapse in her arms, Kira is forced to save the people she loves by facing the thing she
fears most: FBI agent Kestrel and his experimental torture chamber for jackers. MINDJACK Open Minds
(Book 1) Closed Hearts (Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3) Locked Tight (Book 4) Cracked Open (Book 5) Broken
Wide (Book 6) Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 7) FORMATS AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack available in
ebook, print, audiobook, French and German LIVE ACTION TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois
International Film Festival and one of 50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it out at Susan’s
website. KEYWORDS: young adult science fiction, young adult dystopian, teen science fiction, cyberpunk,
action and adventure, genetic engineering, post-apocalyptic, metaphysical and visionary
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